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Authors’ response to the Journal Club article “Is There a Role for Pattern Separation during 

Sleep?” by Jia-Hou Poh and James Nicholas Cousins 

In their review, Poh and Cousins (2018) discuss our recent work on the stabilizing effect of 

sleep on pattern separation performance, and highlight the relevance of identifying the role of 

the hippocampal network structure for sleep-dependent memory consolidation. Generally, 

Poh and Cousins take our study to discuss how to elaborate and improve the methodological 

approach to tackle the basic question how sleep shapes hippocampal neuronal memory 

representations. This is an important issue and we would like to add a few thoughts to this 

discussion: 

Certainly, on a purely behavioral level our approach might be advanced by manipulating 

hippocampal system demands on further dimensions. In our study, we presented lures with 

different degrees of similarity to the corresponding target stimulus, and thus were able to 

refine the stabilizing effect of sleep that was different for highly similar and dissimilar lures 

(Hanert et al., 2017). Recently, another study highlighted the role of the associative strength 

of memories (Oyarzún et al., 2017), a dimension that can likewise determine pattern 

separation processes. In fact, that study presenting external auditory cues during sleep 

demonstrated that targeted memory reactivation selectively strengthened or weakened 

representations depending on the associative strength of the memory network. And those 

authors also emphasized the potential role of hippocampal reactivation in the context of 

pattern separation processes. As to the behavioral level, we also suggest to concentrate on the 

development of paradigms that more precisely measure and separate processes of pattern 

separation and pattern completion. For example, more abstract stimuli could be used instead 

of semantic-based images to reduce demands on context-dependent prior knowledge.  



Discussing our study Poh and Cousins point to the difficulty of drawing inferences based on 

behavioral data with regard to what actually happens at the neuronal level. This is an 

important issue and highlights our dual approach combining behavioral and 

neurophysiological markers of memory processing during sleep. The correlations we 

identified between cortical slow oscillations and sleep spindles, on the one hand, and pattern 

separation performance, on the other hand, suggest an active neurophysiological process 

underlying the overnight changes in pattern separation. Nevertheless, studies need to be done 

in animals in order to substantiate a direct link between behavioral performance changes and 

replay activity of hippocampal neuronal ensembles during sleep, at the level of single unit 

activity. From a wider perspective this issue underlines the importance of combined and 

coordinate human/rodent approaches in the study of hippocampal memory formation.  

As an alternative, Poh and Cousins emphasize imaging techniques involving multivoxel 

pattern analysis, which can be applied to humans and will likewise help elucidate the active 

and specific role of the hippocampus in pattern separation. Indeed, the mentioned study by 

Berron et al. (2016) using 7T MRI indicates a specific role of the human hippocampus in 

pattern separation and thus offers a way to analyze the structure-function relationship of the 

human hippocampus, and how this is changed by sleep.  

High-resolution MRI that allows individual mapping of hippocampal subfields provides 

another attractive direction to advance our research. Within the inherent hippocampal network 

structure, different subfields serve distinct functions in memory processing (Small et al., 

2011; Bartsch and Wulff, 2015; Hoang et al., 2018). So far, it remains entirely unknown how 

hippocampal subfields operate during sleep, and, how those operations affect pattern 

separation processes. Moreover, lesions of different hippocampal subnetworks may impair 

specific patterns of activity. Thus, human hippocampal lesion models occurring in 

neurological disease combined with high resolution MRI could be another promising 

approach to clarify the structure-function relationship of hippocampal subfields and pattern 

separation processes on a mechanistic level (Bartsch et al., 2010). Whatever the methods used, 

we strongly agree with Poh and Cousins that future research advancing our findings should 

concentrate on scrutinizing the hippocampal neuronal mechanisms underlying the enhancing 

effects of sleep on pattern separation.   
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